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13476
Carrie Irrietie -

Breton
Alchemist

Companions Fliggerty *333 Nicholiathan 2011-08-12

Carrie Irrietie by Nicholiathan File date
8/10/2009 11:57:21 AM CST will remain

unchanged on all versions. updated 8/15/2009
05:09 PM CST Preamble: This is a pre-beta
release the mod is not complete. There are

problems in the dialog with typos, spelling errors
& gramer. Not all the scripts func...

13063 Dancers - Male Miscellaneous Fliggerty *309 Nicholiathan 2011-08-11

*** Male Dancers *** *** version 0.9 *** *** by
Nicholiathan *** This mod changes Suran,

Desele's House of Earthly Delights into a male
stripper club. The male customers where replaced

with female versions. The dancers are male and
the...

13062 Dancers -
Female Miscellaneous Fliggerty *214 Nicholiathan 2011-08-06

*** Dancers *** *** version 0.9 *** *** by
Nicholiathan *** This mod expands on Suran,

Desele's House of Earthly Delights. There are now
dancers of each non-beast race. Beast races are
not represented due to the lack of a beast da...

12962
Nicholiathan's

Furniture
Resource Pack

Models and
Textures Fliggerty *259 Nicholiathan 2011-08-09

Furniture Resource by Nicholiathan *** purpose
*** This is a modder's resource providing: 3

options for each of 5 desks. 2 folio sized shelf
models. 1 book case frame with 4 options for

openable doors. All of these models are designed
with the intention that they should look as if

they...

12491 Alchemy
Desorter Resources MMH 55-11052 Nicholiathan 2007-02-11

An activator bottle for each potion effect to gather
the ingredients to make that potion from alchemy
jars. Can be modified to use any alchemy jars set
but scripts refer to Despair's Ingredient Pots &
Sorter. Adds nothing to the game activators all

begin with OM_. Place in same room with
Despairs...

12488 Folio Shelves Resources MMH 55-11067 Nicholiathan 2007-02-18

Based on the original bookshelf models these 2
shelves have 3 shelves & are sized to hold large
books (the folio sized books still require a slight

downscale). furn_com_bookshelf_01 ~
NI_folio_shelf_01 furn_com_bookshelf_02 ~

NI_folio_shelf_02 [b]Changelog:[...

12456 Nicholiathan's
Furniture v2.0 Resources MMH 55-12497 Nicholiathan 2008-01-28

[Telvanni Wellpod] Telvanni Wellpod Provides 5
new desk based off the original Bethesda

furniture models. Ever find it odd that all desks
look like they belong in a shack? Ever want to
have a desk that matches the dresser, table,
chairs & bed you've placed? These can help.

Provides 3 options for each of 5 desks: ...

8679 Furniture
Resource v1.0

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12255 Nicholiathan 2013-03-01

This is a modder's resource providing:    3 options
for each of 5 desks.    2 folio sized shelf models.   

1 book case frame with 4 options for openable
doors. All of these models are designed with the

intention that they should look as if...

8493 Correct UV
rocks v1.0

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12003 Nicholiathan 2012-11-17

As textures became more and more detailed,
seams became more noticable . These seams are a
result of the UV mapping of the texture onto the

meshes . This mod , to the best of my ability ,
corrects the UV mapping of all the exterior rocks

of Vvanderfell . Nearly 400 mes...

4319 Librarian Books MMH 11-11034 Nicholiathan 2007-02-01

1) This mod renames all books that begin with "A"
or "The" so that they store in correct alphabetical

order by title in inventory & containers. Some
other books are also renamed so that they are

grouped with other books of their set (books of 3E
426 & riddle books)

3921 New Suran
Extended

Townd and
town

Expansions
MMH 87-11112 Nicholiathan 2007-03-06

Combines New Suran (by The Wanderer) with
Suran Extended (by Princess Stomper). The

exteriors of Suran, New Suran & Suran Extended
have been repositioned & the land extensively

teraformed to allow these two great works to be
used together. Done with permission &

encouragement from bot...
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1898 Orrutus Cavern Houses MMH 44-11257 Nicholiathan 2007-05-23

Once there was a young mage with the greatest of
potential. He built a home and started a life and
that life was cut short.     This "house mod" has
several new features in addition to the common

standards. Enty/possesion of the house is
obtained by completing a murder myster...


